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The objective of the Economic

Development Master Plan is to

provide vision and direction to the

City of St. Albert over the next twenty

years. The plan establishes the focus for

current and future economic develop-

ment activities, reflecting the desire of

St. Albert residents to maintain their

high quality of life while enjoying the

amenities and the advantages of a

thriving business sector. This plan

provides the overarching objectives of

economic development. The strategies

will be further developed in the long

term department plan, providing

specific, measurable goals for identified

time frames.

In 2001, St. Albert City Council adopted

a five-year economic development

strategy for the City of St. Albert. During

the mid-term of that document, it was

suggested that, since economic

development is a long-term process, that

a twenty to twenty-five year plan be

developed in keeping with the Corporate

Planning framework and providing

direction to all civic departments and

divisions. This is that plan.

It is the culmination of workshops to gain

the input of business and civic

representatives and the St. Albert

Economic Development Advisory

Committee (SAEDAC), representing a

cross-section of our community and an

intensive review of the existing long range

city plans including the Municipal

Development Plan (MDP), the more

immediate Council Vision, Mission, Values

and Outcome Goals 2003, and the

2004-2006 Corporate Business Plan.

The Economic Development Master Plan

integrates with, and adds to, the City’s

Corporate Planning framework and is

designed to shape future Long Term

Department plans and Annual Business

Plans. (SEE DIAGRAM 1)

Most importantly, successful economic

development requires the

acknowledgment and action of all civic

departments and civic actions. New

businesses and industries attracted to St.

Albert will first examine the entire

package of community offerings –

competitive civic development and

business friendly policies; a well-

developed transportation network;

attractive leisure opportunities; a well-

educated workforce and a high standard

of living. 

This plan proposes five strategic

objectives as priority areas requiring

focus and resources in order to achieve

St. Albert’s economic development goal.

At different points of St. Albert’s

development over the next twenty (20)

years, different issues will drive the need

to focus resources toward specific

objectives or even a combination of

these specific objectives. Each objective

is a single building block essential to the

completion of the greater whole. 

In the long term, achieving each of these

objectives collectively will effectively

ensure both a balanced tax base and a

solid economic foundation. 

That is the ultimate destination. 

The future of any community
lies in the dreams and

aspirations of its people.
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Well thought-out economic deve lopment that
enhances the overal l  qual i ty of community l i fe is
the result of long-term strategies ,  i t  is not
achieved by happenst ance.
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The City of St. Albert Economic

Development Master Plan proposes

such a strategy – a long-range blueprint

which points the way to greater

employment opportunity for our

residents, the growth of unobtrusive,

clean industries, and, ultimately, a more

balanced tax base to provide residents

the advantages and amenities of a

vibrant community.

Creating and fostering a community’s

economic health is a holistic challenge. It

requires an integrated partnership

between various civic departments,

public institutions and the private sector

that are committed to look beyond

individual interests to the greater good. 

We believe St. Albert is up to that

challenge.

An Economic Development
Master Plan

The City of St. Albert Economic

Development Master Plan builds upon,

integrates with, and adds to, the long

term direction outlined within the

Municipal Development Plan and the

more immediate Council Vision, Mission,

Values and Outcome Goals 2003 as well

as the 2004 to 2006 Corporate

Business Plan. 

It is a long-term vision, one that spans

the next 20 years to guide our course

and is designed to be acted on in both

long-term departmental plans and

current civic business plans. 

The Economic Development Master Plan

is the result of a combination of

workshops to gain the input of business

and civic representatives and the St.

Albert Economic Development Advisory

Committee (SAEDAC), representing a

cross section of the community, as well

as "best practices" garnered from other

economic development plans.

The Economic Development Master Plan

is not a departmental plan, but a

corporate strategy to achieve the

Outcome Goal "Economic development

is invited and supported."
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The Guiding Principles

The plan’s economic initiatives will be based on these community

values determined through workshop participants:

• Innovation and excellence

• A balanced work and family environment

• The continued creation of a positive attitude about the community

• Respect for the importance of the diverse interests of St. Albert and how those

interests will shape the future economic health of St. Albert

In addition, business and industrial growth will complement – not compromise – the

high quality of life currently enjoyed by St. Albert residents. Businesses support many

worthwhile community projects, support charities and events, and provide a base of

community volunteers.  Economic development initiatives will also address the city’s

current reliance on the residential tax base and will strive to create a more balanced

blend of business, industry and residential tax assessment. This will ensure that one

sector is not unduly burdened with municipal costs.

z

Economic
Development Mission

Enhance St. Albert’s economy

through the expansion and

attraction of compatible industry

segments and knowledge-based

businesses while maintaining St.

Albert’s unique cultural and urban

appeal.

Economic
Development Goal

To increase the non-residential tax

assessment to 20% of municipal

tax assessment, while doubling the

local employment to 20,000

residents working in St. Albert. 
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Objective ONE

Retain and nurture

expansion of existing local

businesses and new local

business start-ups

KEY STRATEGIES INCLUDE:

• Nurturing and supporting the

expansion of local start-up businesses

independently and through the

Northern Alberta Business Incubator

(NABI)

• Facilitating the opportunity for cost

effective, affordable expansion

options for local business including

land, buildings or access to

commercial rental properties

• Supporting, through strengthened

partnerships, local business develop-

ment in targeted sectors

Objective TWO

Attract new business in

targeted sectors

KEY STRATEGIES INCLUDE:

• Developing a knowledge-based

business niche

• Identifying and developing at least

two additional compatible target

sectors for business expansion based

on St. Albert’s unique strengths

• Ensuring cost effective business

attraction options are available,

including land, buildings or access to

commercial rental properties

The Five Strategic Objectives

The following five strategic objectives work together to provide the City of St. Albert

with the cumulative benefits of strategic, long-range economic development. Each of

these objectives requires focus and resources to achieve the overall economic

development goals. Each is a single building block essential to the completion of the

greater whole.

At different points in time, different issues will drive the need to focus resources

toward specific objectives or a combination of objectives.
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Objective THREE

Maintain appropriate, cost-

effective services that

support expansion and

attraction of desired

business/industry

This includes such services as:

• available serviced land

• an effective transportation network

• utilities

• a range of housing options for

varying income levels

• cultural, educational, health care,

recreational and other community

amenities

KEY STRATEGIES INCLUDE:

• Ensuring a twenty year supply of

designated non-residential land for

commercial and targeted industrial/

business expansion

• Ensuring a long-term, cost compet-

itive servicing plan is in place to

support targeted non-residential

growth

• Ensuring internal and external trans-

portation networks support targeted

growth

• Growing and enhancing quality of life

recreation, cultural and other

amenities to support targeted

business and residential growth

• Enabling a quality educational system

that can support the concept of a

knowledge-based business sector

• Maintaining a top quality urban

environment

• Encouraging a range of housing stock,

both owned and rented, is available

to support the changing demo-

graphic needs of the business

community

Objective FOUR

Ensure that City of St.

Albert policies, taxes and

services are competitive

and support targeted non-

residential expansion and

attraction

KEY STRATEGIES INCLUDE:

• Ensuring city services are perceived

as good value for money

• Ensuring that business processes

within the City of St. Albert are seen

as best practices

• Ensuring that the Municipal

Development Plan and other

corporate plans support the

economic growth of the City

Objective FIVE

Strengthen the image of

St. Albert by effectively

communicating St. Albert’s

merits as a preferred

location to work, shop,

visit and live

KEY STRATEGIES INCLUDE:

• Enhancing communication of the

"open for business" atmosphere by

community leaders and business

influencers

• Maximizing the economic spin-off

from current and future community

events and attractions

• Implementing, in partnership with

local business organizations, an

ongoing marketing program that

reinforces and strengthens the

external image of St. Albert with

targeted sectors

A Community Acting in Unison

Community building is both an art and a science, requiring innovation and

balance. The creation of a vibrant business community is essential to balance

our current over reliance on a residential tax base to meet our quality of life

expectations. It now requires dexterity to encourage future economic

development that enhances, and in fact, adds to our overall quality of life. 

Successful economic development requires an integrated, focused approach

amongst all civic departments and amongst community and business groups in

the City of St. Albert and the surrounding region. Key infrastructure such as

transportation routes, leisure facilities and educational opportunities all

contribute to the City of St. Albert’s ability to attract the economic development

it chooses to complement the community. 
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St. Albert is a community that thrives on the rich
foundation of its past, welcomes the challenges of its
future and embraces an outstanding quality of life.

City of St. Albert VISION

The objective of this Economic Development Master Plan is to provide vision and

direction to the City of St. Albert over the next twenty years. The plan establishes the

processes required to meet the need for current and future economic development

reflecting the desire of St. Albert residents to maintain their high quality of life while

enjoying the amenities and the advantages of a thriving business sector.  Achieving

this requires the input and action of various community sectors – residents, all

municipal government departments and local and regional business organizations.

This plan provides the overarching objectives of economic development strategies

and will be supplemented by additional documents providing specific, measurable

goals for specific time frames. 

This plan is the result of a combination of workshops to gain input from business and

civic representatives and the St. Albert Economic Development Advisory Committee

(SAEDAC), representing a cross-section of community groups and organizations, and

an intensive review of existing planning documents (i.e. Municipal Development Plan

– MDP). The Economic Development Master Plan is a living document, to be

operationalized through long-term department plans (usually in 10 to 15 year

increments and complete with measurable targets) and three year business plans  to

assess performance.

Sound, long-term
economic deve lopment
ensures that future
generat ions have the
community resources to
suppor t a simi l ar qual i ty
of l i fe enjoyed today.
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Economic development is invited and supported, and

embodied in St. Albert’s corporate culture. Economic

development is the process of pursuing balanced and

diversified growth and business formation in a proactive,

collaborative and responsive climate while fostering an

integration of economic, social and environmental

objectives.

Being able to grow and diversify requires St. Albert to have the will and the resources

to maintain itself both economically, environmentally and socially, providing the

necessities required to support the needs of the community’s residents.  To improve

its economic position it is important to attract new business investment, create jobs

and expand the local tax base.

St. Albert will be proactive by being forward thinking, identifying trends, issues and

opportunities to maximize potential. The community will strategically target specific

industries, companies and markets that have been identified as promising and

desirable.

The community will work collaboratively with key stakeholders deemed critical to the

effectiveness and success of the economic development process.

The City will effectively respond to inquiries, opportunities and issues that impact the

community. Superior customer service is critical to all clients.

Economic deve lopment
is invited ,  suppor ted,

and embodied in
St .  Alber t’s

corporate culture .
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Economic deve lopment
isn’t one person’s job …
it is everyone’s job in
one way or another.

The Economic Development Master Plan builds upon, integrates with, and adds

to the long term direction outlined within the Municipal Development Plan and

the more immediate Council Vision, Mission, Values and Outcome Goals 2003

and the 2004 to 2006 Corporate Business Plan.

Successful economic development requires an integrated, focused approach amongst

all civic departments and amongst community and business groups in the City of St.

Albert and the surrounding region. Key infrastructure such as transportation routes,

leisure opportunities and educational opportunities all contribute to the City of St.

Albert’s ability to attract the economic development it chooses to complement the

community.

Economic development initiatives will be based on a set of values as determined within

the workshop exercises:

• innovation and excellence

• a balanced work and family environment

• the continued creation of a positive attitude about the community 

• respect for the importance of the diverse interests of St. Albert and how those

interests will shape the future economic health of St. Albert

The current reliance on the residential tax base puts pressure on the City’s long –

term financial position. St. Albert will strive to create a more balanced blend of

business, industry and residential tax base. This ensures that one sector is not unduly

burdened with municipal service costs

Business and industrial growth will complement – not compromise - the high quality

of life enjoyed by St. Albert residents.

Business and industrial growth will generate local employment as well as tax

contributions that will help further our vision of the community in which we live, work

and play.
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The City of St. Albert enjoys a strong

reputation as a preferred residential

community in Alberta’s Capital Region.

Our community’s strong quality of life

and quality environment continue to be

cited as major factors in attracting both

residents and business. The community’s

rich culture, excellent municipal services

and competitive business environment

contribute to St. Albert’s consistent

population growth and high levels of

construction activity.

This excellent quality of life has attracted

a high level of professionals in their early

and mid career range who have chosen

our city as home for their growing

families. Approximately 60% of the full

time work force works in Edmonton and

an increasing number of our 50,000

residents now work within St. Albert.

Creating even more local jobs is a goal of

both the St. Albert Municipal

Development Plan and the Economic

Development Master Plan. 

The City’s retail/commercial sector has

seen significant expansion over the past

decade with the introduction of several

big box outlets, a variety of new retail

services, restaurants and a growing

number of professional, health and

financial services. Local businesses serve

multiple markets with large portion of

the business sector market share coming

from outside St. Albert, drawing from the

200,000 people living in the

surrounding trade area. One of the key

goals of the Economic Development

Master Plan is to retain and nurture

expansion of existing local businesses

and new local business start-ups in all

sectors as a means of diversifying and

strengthening the St. Albert economy.

Economic development activities are

viewed as an investment for the future.

Projects developed today will pay long-

term dividends through contributions to

the municipal taxes for generations to

come. For example, recent investment of

$2M in downtown infrastructure has

resulted in $38.4M in new tax

assessment. A unique arts and heritage

district, the downtown core is host to

the annual Northern Alberta

International Children’s Festival, the

Downtown Light Up festival and Western

Canada’s largest outdoor Farmer’s

Market. More than 10,000 people stroll

the two blocked off streets each

Saturday between July and September,

shopping for the fresh produce, crafts,

products and services displayed by

about 250 vendors. 

Successful ,  sust ainable
cit ies ensure that in

their shor t-term quest
for wealth they don’t

squander the asset s that 
def ine them. 
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A vibrant mix of commercial, residential

and public art help ensure that St.

Albert’s downtown continues to be the

‘traditional heart’ of St. Albert and a

choice place to live, shop, and enjoy

local art and culture. Encouraging the

growth of downtown St. Albert is a key

strategy of both the Municipal

Development Plan and the Economic

Development Master Plan. 

The Campbell Business Park continues

to be the focal point for St. Albert’s

industrial sector, with  a phased

expansion expected to add 80 lots over

the next five years. There is currently a

limited supply of serviced land base

available in Campbell South, Riel

Business Park and Riel South, along with

limited options as to parcel size and

zoning in the existing business parks.

City Council approved the development

of Campbell Business Park North, to be

constructed in stages to ensure that a

supply of serviced "business park" land

is always available. In addition, the Inter-

Municipal Development Plan outlines the

orderly annexation and development of

lands adjacent to St. Albert and is crucial

to additional commercial land inventory.

The Campbell North Business Park is

being designed and targeted to support

knowledge-based and clean industry

that is compatible with both the long-

term direction of the Municipal

Development Plan and the Economic

Development Master Plan. The

continued development of a thriving

knowledge-based business niche is seen

as a desirable means of both building

and diversifying the City’s economy.* 

The challenge St. Albert faces is to

balance its rapid residential growth with

a more diversified and vibrant economic

sector to provide increased local

employment as well as a more robust

non-residential tax base. Economic

development is not a means to an end,

but an essential process – dedicated to

the success of St. Albert’s citizens and

the community as a whole.

*FOR THE FULL ENVIRONMENTAL SCAN SEE

APPENDIX A

St . Albert is more than
a great place to live –
it is a great place to
do business.
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Long-term community
sust ainabi l i ty requires a
diversi f ied revenue base.

No community can
survive on residentia l
proper ty t axes alone.
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Economic Development

MISSION STATEMENT

Enhance St. Albert’s economy

through the expansion and attraction

of compatible industry segments and

knowledge-based businesses while

maintaining St. Albert’s unique

cultural and urban appeal.

Economic Development

GOAL

To increase the non-residential tax

assessment to 20% of municipal tax

assessment, while doubling the local

employment.

The following five strategic objectives

outline the priority areas requiring focus

and resources in order to achieve St.

Albert’s economic development goal. No

one objective in isolation will achieve the

desired results. Each objective is a single

building block essential to the

completion of the greater whole.

At different points of St. Albert’s

development, different issues will drive

the need to focus resources towards

specific objectives or, even a

combination of these specific objectives.

In the long term however, achieving each

of these objectives collectively will

effectively ensure a sustainable

economic base. That is the ultimate

destination. 

The strategic objectives offer a road map

to St. Albert’s economic development

destination.

Economic Development

OBJECTIVES

1. Retain and nurture expansion of

existing local businesses and new local

business start-ups

2. Attract new businesses in targeted

sectors

3. Maintain the appropriate, cost

effective services that support

expansion and attraction of desired

business/industry

4. Ensure that the City of St. Albert

policies, taxes and operations are

competitive and support targeted

non-residential expansion and

attraction

5. Strengthen the image of St. Albert by

effectively communicating St. Albert’s

merits as a preferred location to work,

shop, visit and live

A viable municipal i ty is a community which has
the wil l  and the resources to sust ain i t se l f  both
economical ly,  environment al ly and socia l ly.   AUM A
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O B J E C T I V E S  &  S T R AT E G I E S

Economic deve lopment
harnesses the passion,

ski l l ,  resources and
imaginat ion of the

community together to
achieve more than

the sum of i t s par t s .



OBJECTIVE: 1

Retain and nurture
expansion of existing local
businesses and new local
business start-ups

DESIRED OUTCOME:

500 new business start-ups by

2024

To be accomplished by:

1.1 Nurturing and supporting

expansion of local start-up

businesses independently and

through the Northern Alberta

Business Incubator (NABI)

(SUPPORTS MDP GOAL 5.0 AND POLICIES

5.4, 7.7)

Small business is recognized as the

engine for economic development and

this is particularly true in St. Albert.

Business training and mentoring is an

important component for fostering the

success for new start-ups. A well

established small business incubator

program in St. Albert has nurtured over

1,000 businesses over the past five

years supporting some 60 business

graduates over the past 14 years. 

The growing trend of business start-ups

by professional and intellectual based

business entrepreneurs supports the

overall strategic direction to create a

world-class intellectual based business

cluster.

The focus on retaining the current

quality of life, quality environment and

maximizing St. Albert’s limited land base,

supports targeting smaller scaled, non-

intrusive operations that will continue to

add to the community’s unique business

base.

1.2 Facilitating opportunity for cost

effective, affordable expansion

options for local business including

land, buildings, or access to

commercial rental properties

(SUPPORTS MDP GOAL 7.0, AND POLICIES

5.2, 7.10, 8.2, 8.3.)

Keeping businesses within the

community grows the non-residential tax

base and is a more cost effective

approach than attracting new businesses

to St. Albert. It is far easier to keep a

customer than it is to attract new

customers.

Increased commuting time and costs

within the Capital Region offer a growing

business advantage for local expansion.

1.3 Supporting, through strengthened

partnerships, local business

development in existing priority

sectors (i.e Chamber of Commerce,

NABI, SAEDAC stakeholders, etc)

(SUPPORTS MDP POLICY 5.3)

Leveraging a combination of individual

business and City of St. Albert marketing

initiatives will provide both the City and

individual businesses an increased

opportunity to achieve growth.

The benefit to the City includes an

improved tax base, spin off to other local

businesses and improved services for

residents. A partnership model supports

the community and civic culture.

CITY OF ST. ALBERT ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT MASTER PLAN
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Smal l  oppor tunit ies
are of ten the
beginnings of
great enterprise .
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OBJECTIVE: 2

To attract new businesses
in targeted sectors

DESIRED OUTCOME:

Build a technology cluster,

including national or international

leaders in the field

Contribution to the non-

residential tax base

Facilitate a constant  three year

supply of serviced business park

and commercial  land

100 new businesses attracted to

St. Albert

To be accomplished by:

2.1 Developing a centre of excellence

for the knowledge-based

business niche

(SUPPORTS MDP GOAL 5.0 AND POLICIES

5.1, 8.6)

There is a nucleus of this industry within

the community. Currently it is mainly

home-based business which offers

tremendous expansion potential. St.

Albert is uniquely positioned to attract a

technology cluster of national or

international businesses.

The City’s highly educated population

provides the knowledge and ability to

support increased quality professional

and support employment. Adding local

employment will also offer the spin-off

benefits of a broadened tax base, less

traffic along main transportation arteries

and an increased market for professional

and health care services within the

community.

2.2 Identifying and developing at

least two additional compatible

target sectors for business

expansion based on St. Albert’s

unique strengths

(SUPPORTS MDP GOAL 5.0 AND POLICIES

5.1, 8.6)

The type of industry that St. Albert
wishes to attract is very appealing to
several communities in the Capital
Region and elsewhere. Therefore, to be
successful, it is important to understand
and assess the sectors in which St.
Albert has the greatest chance of
success based on its location and
community assets. 

By first identifying these compatible
sectors, and then by focusing our efforts
specifically on attracting those
industries, we will achieve our objective
of growing the non-residential tax base
faster. Once these sectors are identified,
we would work with those St. Albert
residents who are able to influence or
control their business locations to
ensure that the City of St. Albert is
consistently considered as a preferred
option. 

Targeting industrial and business
expansion that increases the tax base
and the employment market contributes
to a stronger, more integrated local
economy. The more people work in a
community, the more they will draw on
other professional and retail services
within the community, which will further
add to the need for increased
commercial activity to support an overall
increase in community based
employment. Harnessing this momentum
will increase diversity in St. Albert’s
economy over the long-term.

Targeted sectors may include existing or
evolving sectors of the local economy
such as retail/commercial, healthcare,
senior care, education, development
industry, and/or tourism.

2.3 Ensuring cost effective business

attraction options are available,

including land, buildings or access

to commercial rental properties

(SUPPORTS MDP POLICY 5.2, 8.4)

The City of St. Albert is challenged by a

minimal amount of serviced, zoned land

ava i lab le  for  non-res ident ia l

development. The current inventory is

approximately five years worth of

land. The Campbell Business Park has

the potential for approximately 80 lots.

Opportunity exists for future industrial

development in Campbell South and Riel

South, controlled by private companies.

Within the current boundaries of St.

Albert there are no serviced sites

appropriate for larger industrial sites or

industry that may require a greater

buffer zone to residential. The creation

of a new industrial park to meet these

needs would provide a more diverse land

inventory to offer potential business

expansion or attraction. 

Planning and rezoning add time and

costs to businesses considering

expansion or relocation to St. Albert.

Adopting "best practices" for timely and

problem free processing of applications

will be viewed as incentive to do business

in St. Albert.
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OBJECTIVE: 3

To maintain appropriate,

cost effective services that

support expansion and

attraction of desired

business/industry

This includes services such as:

• Available serviced, zoned land

• An effective transportation network

• Cost effective utilities

• A range of housing options for

different levels of incomes

• Leisure, health care, recreational and

other community amenities

DESIRED OUTCOME:

Adequate (twenty year) supply

and variety of serviced or

serviceable commercial, industrial

and residential inventory 

An appropriate mix of zoned land

to achieve the targeted 80-20%

assessment split

Maintain high quality of life

amenities

To be accomplished by:

3.1 Ensuring a twenty year supply of

designated non-residential land

for commercial and targeted

industrial/business expansion

(SUPPORTS MDP POLICY 5.1, 5.2, 8.4)

With its very limited pool of land – in

both size and nature of use – the City of

St. Albert has a much narrower market

for business expansion and/or

attraction. If land is not available within

the ‘development window’ business will

look elsewhere.

The amount of supply proposed offers

options without devaluing land values.

Current civic practice strives to sell land

at market value not as a loss leader to

build the non-residential tax base. 

The development of commercial/

industrial land contributes to the long-

term growth of the municipality. 

3.2 Ensuring a long term, cost

competitive servicing plan is in

place to support targeted non-

residential growth

(SUPPORTS MDP POLICY 5.2, 8.4, 8.6)

A planned, systematic approach to

servicing land may keep the individual

costs competitive.

The small business market is more likely

to seek ‘turn-key development’ offering

business-ready locations which allow the

business to focus on its market rather

than dilute attention toward securing

appropriate land zoning, servicing, etc.

Specialized servicing may be required to

attract selected ‘clean and knowledge’

based industries. This may require a

longer-term window to design and plan

for. (i.e. SuperNet)

A revolving fund for the development of

city owned lands will need to be

maintained at an adequate level that can

meet servicing and acquisition needs on

a go forward basis.  Economic deve lopment is l ike an iceberg –success is 
bui l t  upon a very deep base of market inte l l igence, 
strategic market ing ,  community connection, t rust and hard work. 
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3.3 Ensuring internal and external

transportation networks support

targeted growth

(SUPPORTS MDP GOAL 11.0)

Enhanced road connections to, and

around, Edmonton will improve the ease

and speed of access for residents and

businesses that move goods and services

in and around the Capital Region.

Completion of the West Regional Road,

the Anthony Henday Drive and the

upgrading of 170 Street to reduce traffic

congestion will benefit this greater ease

of movement.  

Improved access to key air connections

at the Edmonton International Airport is

important for some industry sectors

such as knowledge-based businesses

working in the national and international

marketplace. 

Ensuring there is an appropriate road

and transit networks will help reduce

commuting congestion and will help

ensure that St. Albert’s residential

market remains appealing. 

In addition, improved transportation

networks will contribute to attracting an

even wider range of visitors to St.

Albert’s events, historic downtown area

and to local services and unique

shopping areas.

The continued expansion of bike and

walking paths to support a ‘bike/walk to

work’ future is consistent with the overall

municipal direction to maintain a ‘clean,

green community with a high quality of

life.’ This supports several of the guiding

principles stated in the Municipal

Development Plan.

3.4 By growing and enhancing

"quality of life" leisure and other

amenities to support targeted

businesses and residential growth 

(SUPPORTS MDP GOAL 9.0 AND POLICIES

5.5, 9.7, 9.8, 9.9)

Maintaining a superior quality and

appropriate volume of leisure facilities,

including recreation, cultural, arts and

library will serve as an important draw

when marketing the community for both

new residential and targeted business

development. 

Quality of life amenities are a

contributing factor when business

relocates staff or attempts to recruit new

staff to their company. This is especially

true in knowledge-based industries. 

These facilities support the community-

focused atmosphere identified as an

important quality of St. Albert within the

Municipal Development Plan.

Locating public cultural facilities

downtown provides an additional stable

anchor to attract people to the rest of

the downtown retail and service sector

year round. This will also build on the

rich cultural and historic base of St.

Albert and can increase non-residential

spending on cultural events and

products. 

Additionally, quality of life and cultural

amenities can contribute to creating new

wealth within the community. 

3.5 Enabling a quality educational

system that can support the

concept of a knowledge-based

business sector

The proximity and access to quality

educational facilities may enhance the

attraction of knowledge-based industries

to both employers and employees

choosing to locate in St. Albert. These

facilities may be seen as both support to

staff and to their children’s education

and training needs. As such, an objective

is to expand post secondary program-

ming by working in partnership with key

post secondary institutions 

Close proximity and access to easy,

efficient transit connections to

Edmonton’s post secondary institutions,

and expanded post secondary

programming in key areas, can

strengthen the appeal of key businesses

to locate in the community. 

Graduates of post secondary programs

may have a greater connection with the

community that they are trained in and

keep their skills and expertise in the

community – either as an employee or as

an entrepreneur. 
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3.6 Maintaining a top quality urban

environment

(SUPPORTS MDP GOAL 3.0 AND 9.0)

Enhancing the variety of businesses

within the downtown core will help

ensure it remains the vital, dynamic heart

of the City where people from all walks

of life can enjoy a strong sense of

community as articulated in the guiding

principles of the Municipal Development

Plan.

Expanding the trail and park network

including support for the 40 km of trails

and the expansion of the Red Willow

Park to the western boundaries of St.

Albert will support civic priorities for

quality of life and environmentally

friendly transportation. 

Already a key attractor to new residents,

St. Albert’s extensive trail and park land ,

coupled with one of the region’s most

efficient transit systems and a well

developed culture and recreation sector

will continue to add to our community’s

superior urban environment. 

3.7 Enabling a range of housing

stock, both owned and rented, is

available to support the

changing demographic needs of

the community

(SUPPORTS MDP GOAL 4.0 AND POLICIES

4.10, 4.11, 4.12, 4.13, 4.14)

A wider, more diverse workforce will have

differing housing needs. (Suites,

apartments, condos, single family starter

homes, etc.)

Offering different options of housing will

keep more of the existing residents in

the community – those leaving home

and those who wish to downsize their

home. This would include both ends of

the market from the starter home to

housing more suitable to older residents.

Keeping these residents in the

community is important because they

are a valued resource for the community

as customers, employees, volunteers and

potential business owners.

Offering alternative housing choices for

an older population will bring more

mature properties onto the market for

new families. This can rejuvenate older

neighbourhoods and keep them vibrant. 

Economic deve lopment inf luencers wil l  vary.  
A recreat ion faci l i ty may provide recreat ion for
resident s ,  but be an impor t ant component of a 
work place wel lness strategy for others .
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OBJECTIVE: 4

To ensure that the City of

St. Albert policies, taxes

and operations are

competitive and support

targeted non-residential

expansion and attraction

DESIRED OUTCOME:

St. Albert is, and is perceived to

be, a business friendly community

To be accomplished by:

4.1 Ensuring City services are

perceived as good value for

money

(SUPPORTS MD GOAL 3.0)

St. Albert needs to continue to be, and

to be seen to be, an affordable, cost

competitive place to do business if the

City is to succeed in reaching its desired

non-residential tax contributions. The

City must work to maintain competitive

business tax policies and utility fees to

sustain it’s well-earned reputation.

4.2 Ensuring that business processes

within the City of St. Albert are

seen as "best practices"

Establishing a one-stop shop for

business development applications that

provide business with a fully integrated

multi-department service approach will

improve the City’s image as supportive of

new business development.

Establishing a St. Albert "Service

Standard" based on industry best

practices for customer service will reduce

some of the uncertainty of the business

development process and will create a

competitive advantage particularly for

those prospective businesses with a

narrow window of opportunity.

This will prove the brand promise that

"Business is Right in St. Albert."

4.3 By ensuring alignment with the

Municipal Development Plan and

all other corporate plans

support the economic

development growth priorities

(SUPPORTS MDP GOAL 3.0, 5.0, 6.0,

7.0, 8.0)

To ensure the economic development

goal of increasing the non-residential tax

assessment to 20% of the total tax

assessment, while doubling the local

employment, it is imperative that

development decisions be made within

the overall context of the economic

needs of the community and not in

isolation of other municipal decisions.

This long-term document should be

reviewed every three to five years to

ensure the projected view of the

community continues to be relevant to

the current and emerging priorities. 
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OBJECTIVE: 5

To strengthen the image of

St. Albert by effectively

communicating St. Albert’s

merits as a preferred

location to work, shop,

visit and live

To be accomplished by:

5.1 Enhancing communication of the

"open for business" atmosphere

by community leaders and

business influencers

Building a strong and inviting business

environment is the cumulative

responsibility of the entire community.

To create a positive and constructive

business environment, all key stake-

holders, business and political partners

need to communicate consistent

messages to external audiences.

Most importantly, all civic actions – from

by-laws and budgets to policies and

procedures to zoning and transportation

– may impact both positively or

negatively, St. Albert’s ability to be seen

as the right place to do business.

Maximizing the impact of all City of St.

Albert communications and marketing

activities will require consistency

amongst all aspects of civic

communication and marketing.

To achieve several of the major long-term

objectives, St. Albert needs both local

and regional co-operation. The

foundation for this is a mutually

respectful relationship that strives to

deliver solutions that benefit all the

partners over the long term. 

5.2 By maximizing the economic spin-

off from current and future

community events and attractions

(SUPPORTS MDP GOAL 5.0, AND

POLICIES 5.2, 5.5)

Increasing non-resident spending and

attendance at current and future

community events and attractions

leverages the civic investment in these

events and is a cost effective approach

to maximizing the economic benefits of

events to a wide range of small and

medium sized commercial and hospitality

industries.

Community events also contribute to the

ongoing viability of local clubs/

organizations and provide the revenue

stream to support facility enhancements.

5.3 Implementing, in partnership

with local business organizations,

an ongoing marketing program

that re-enforces and strengthens

the external image of St. Albert

with targeted sectors

The community needs to take St. Albert’s

new brand – "Business is Right in

St. Albert" – to those targeted industry

sectors that will help us meet our overall

objectives. Without proactive marketing,

the message will not penetrate to key

audiences to generate the desired leads. 

Supporting the marketing needs of

existing businesses to help them grow,

will strengthen the City’s overall image in

targeted sectors. Stronger businesses

attract other businesses needed to

service that sector. 

DESIRED OUTCOME:

Awareness that Business Is RIGHT

in St. Albert
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The pol i t ica l  chal lenge facing
al l  local government is the

need to f ind the r ight growth
solut ions that bal ance the
interest s of the current
resident s with the needs

required to foster compatible
business growth.
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Community building is both an art and a science, requiring dexterity and

balance. The creation of a vibrant business community is essential to balance our

current over reliance on a residential tax base to meet our quality of life needs. It now

requires dexterity to encourage future economic development that enhances, and in

fact, adds to our overall quality of life.

This will be achieved not by happenstance, nor by economic development activities

alone. 

It will take the acknowledgment and action of all civic departments to work in unison

to create the community residents want. New businesses and industries attracted to

St. Albert will be attracted by the entire package of offerings – the high standard of

living, the availability of a well-educated workforce; competitive, business friendly

policies, a well developed transportation network and a mature cultural and leisure

sector.

Well thought out economic development that enhances the overall quality of

community life is the result of long-term strategy.

The City of St. Albert Economic Development Master Plan proposes such a strategy

– a long-range blue print which points the way to greater employment opportunity

for our residents, the growth of unobtrusive knowledge based industries, and,

ultimately, a more balanced tax base to provide residents the advantages and

amenities of a diverse community.

Creating and fostering a community’s economic health is a holistic challenge. It

requires an integrated partnership between various civic departments, public

institutions and the private sector that are committed to look beyond individual

interests to the greater good.  

We believe St. Albert is up to that challenge.
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